
-_ iir. 	 )/ Charles Pi:111er 	 5b1/96 
11 high Ridge Road 
Shelton, OT 064d4 

De..r hr. ".'helton, 

Enclosed is the list of the, book I published. 
In response to your questions, I know nothing about harry Weatherford allegedly 

on the roof of the record:: building. perm Tones reported that yearjago. Penn was not 
always dependable. 

That whole Roscoe white business is falsified and meaningless. Some of it 
comes frow a novel. 

I know nothing about an:: 	or or air force ofAcerf at the Betbesda morgue 
the Night 01 the as. assination. 

I believe that none of these has any assassination relevance. 
Ail the films in which you are interested are covered by copyright and I do 

not know where copies are available. Bronson's I believe is not available. It does 
refute what Howard Denahuo made up, but so does the Zapruder film. 

I have never understood wh, the Secret ,ervice was silent in response to 
that fabrication particularly because ha state of Hickey's health. LID has file,' 
suit. 

Robert Liroden is among those who have copies of the autopsy film but I know 
nothing about availability. 

Thanks for yo!-r letter. 

Sincerely, 

at4,7P4W-1 

Aarold Weisberg 
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Dear Mr. Weisberg; 

I hope that this letter finds you in better health than 
you have related in your most recent hooks. It would certainly be a 
great toss to the research community if you were unable to continue 
your work. In any event, despite whatever physical infirmities you 
must endure, it is obvious to all of us who read your works that your 
mental faculties are working at one hundred percent! I look forward 
to another book from you; I hope that you have plans for one and are 
able to complete it. 

I recently completed your Case Open and Never Again. I 
do remember reading Whitewash (the original in the series) when it 
first became available, but I was just a junior in high school and the 
subject did not stay with me as I wish it had. I seem to be making up 
for lost time, as I have read about seven books on the assassination 
in the last six months. I breezed through the Warren Report in three 
nights, not reading evry word, but enough to reinforce what I learned 
from the other books. 

I agree with your critique of Mr, Posner's book Case Closed. 
Even as a fledgling "researcher" I noticed a lot of discrepancies. It 
seems that he even cribbed his dedication; it is almost word for wad 
identical to Jim Bishop's dedication in The Day Kennedy Was Shot. 

There are a few areas which I would like to dig into for my 
own satisfaction. These are areas which other writers mention but do 
not seem to know very much about. I am sure that your other books 
will contain some or all of what I am seeking, or at the very least, 
you can point me in the right direction. These areas are; 

1. Sherriff's deputy Harry Weathorford, and what he was doing on the 
roof of the Records Building. Any and all info possible on this man. 

2. Any and all information re Roscoe White; alleged CIA ties, military 
history, what have you. 

3. Identity and background of the "Army or Air Force" major who 
was supposed to have been brought into the Bethesda morgue the 
same night as President Kennedy, but was not logged into the re-
cords. A photo of him might prove interesting. 
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4. Availability of copies or stills of the pertinent films; Zapruder, 
Muchmore, Nix, and especially Bronson. The Bronson film is 
interesting to me because it allegedly exonerates S.A. George 
Hickey, the alleged shooter in Mortal.Error. I thought Donahue 
had an interesting theory, ballistically, and found it odd that 
the publisher supposedly got no response to their challenge to 
the Secret Service et al. They allegedly said that they would 
not publish if evidence could prove them wrong. It seems strange 
that they would allow one of their own agents to endure such ac-
cusations if such eveidence were at hand and could stop that book. 

5. Availability of other photsographs taken at Bethesda which show 
what the morgue looks like. This might clarify claims that the 
autopsy material is fake and was produced elsewhere. 

Well, that is about all I will burden you with, and if you will kind-
ly send me an order form for your other books I will be happy to buy 
them for my "library". I agree with you that this case cannot be at 
this time "solved'', outside of the almost certainly non existant smo-
king gun type of evidence. What a shame. This is not the country I 
once thought I grew up in. 

Best Wishes, 

Charles Fisher 


